Squads Divided For Tech Game

BLACKSBURG—Virginia Tech's football squad and coaching staff have been divided "as evenly as possible" for Saturday's intrasquad game, according to Coach Jimmy Sharpe.

Charley Pell, serving as head coach of the Orange team, will have most of Tech's No. 1 defensive front, and Buddy Bennett, head coach of the White team, will be working with most of the first-unit offense.

There might be some last-minute personnel switches simply because Sharpe can't be certain until almost kickoff time whether injuries will preclude participation by at least three players,quarterbacks Greg Mullinax and Micheleal Barnes and fullback Paul Adams.

The squads:

**ORANGE OFFENSE:** SE, Jay Neal, Mike Callison; LT, Keith Gibson, Steve Philbrick; LG, Philbrick, Mike Arbaugh; C, Blair Buskirk, Bill Wallace; RG, Rick Law; RT, Allen Cure, Jim Banks; TE, Morris Rutherford; QB, Mullinax, Barnes, Rusty Bailey; LH, Steve Galloway, Billy King; FB, Paul Adams, Tony Houff; RH, Morris Blueford. Charlie Brown

**ORANGE DEFENSE:** LE, Skip Creasey, Luke Marsingill; LT, Tom Beasley, Brent Bledsoe; M, Charley Martin, Randy Slayton; RT, Larry Beareramon; RE, Stuart Patterson, Mike Lester; SLB, Jack Crews, Bill Filtz; WLB, Doug Thacker, Filtz; LC, Chuck Smerdzinski, Lynn McCoy, FS, Pete Gerstle; SS, Barry Garber, Chuck Perdue; RC, Moses Foster, Pete Kendrick.

**WHITE OFFENSE:** SE, Ricky Scales, John Goodwin; LT, Greg Fry, Hank Jamerson; LG, Larry Capps, Mike Erammer; C, Randy Vey, Capps; RG, Don Rudzinski, Mike Rogers; RT, Rondal Davis, Danny Patterson; TE, Kevin Dick, Mike Poole; QB, Bruce Arians, Eddie Snell; LH, Phil Rogers, Reggie Robinson; FB, Greg Toal, Glen Comer, Steve Scott; RH, George Heath, Comer.

**WHITE DEFENSE:** LE, Larry Blunt, Steve Thompson; LT, Gary Walker, John Dasovich; M, Richard Arthur, David Wood; RT, Tom Turner, Robert Blue, Charlie Daher; RE, Keith McCarter, John Groover; SLB, Bill Schrews, Ed Kline; WLB, Steve Cannon, Kline; LC, Flash Davis, John Bell; FS, Jerry Inge, Greg Payne; SS, Tom Cooper; RC, Billy Hardbee, Bell.

Punter Bruce McDaniel, placement specialist Wayne Latimer and snapper Robbie Wright will perform for both sides.